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Background 

 

The 20 November 2022 Federal and Provincial Assemblies Elections are the second national 

polls and the first to take place on one day since the promulgation of the current constitution in 

2015. 17,988,570 eligible voters are casting their ballots for candidates competing for 275 seats 

in the federal assembly and 550 seats throughout the country’s seven provincial assemblies. As 

compared to prior election years, the May 2022 local elections saw significantly fewer incidents 

of violence, harassment, and discrimination, and this pre-election period, as monitored by 

NEOC’s 77 long-term observers (LTOs), saw minor, isolated incidents. NEOC implores all Nepalis 

to ensure that today’s elections are peaceful, free and fair. 

 

Methodology 

 

In order to evaluate the transparency, inclusiveness, and accountability of Nepal’s 2022 Federal 

and Provincial Assemblies Elections, National Election Observation Committee (NEOC) trained 

and deployed 1,062 nonpartisan, accredited stationary and mobile observers across Nepal’s 

seven provinces and 77 districts to monitor election day procedures from opening through closing 

of polling centers and report to NEOC’s Kathmandu-based Data Center. While NEOC’s findings 

are not statistically representative, they represent on-the-ground data from the largest 

deployment of trained citizen observers by any election monitoring group in Nepal.  

 

For the first time in Nepal, NEOC is utilizing a rapid reporting system for citizen observation to 

quickly gather, manage, and analyze STO findings from across the country with the help of 23 

trained data center operators. In providing real-time reports throughout election day, NEOC’s 

observers serve a critical role in the electoral process, which includes deterring fraud, exposing 

and quantifying fraud if it occurs, provide impartial and timely information on the election process 

to stakeholders, and oversee the electoral process in the name of their fellow citizens.  

 

Preliminary Findings 

 

NEOC observers monitored the setup and opening of the polling centers and were required to 

send information on the process. This statement is based on observation and incident reports 

filed as of 2:00 pm when 1,048 NEOC observers deployed to polling centers in all 77 districts 

across Nepal’s seven provinces.  

 

Arrival 

 

NEOC observers found election officials present at all but one polling center where observers 

deployed by 6:30 am. Initially, three NEOC observers were not permitted to observe in polling 

centers, but this was later resolved and they were permitted to observe.   



1,010 out of 1,044 polling centers observed were accessible by road and all but 4 polling centers 

observed were clearly marked and visible to voters. NEOC observers found campaign materials 

were found within 300m of 46 observed polling centers.  

 

Set-up and Opening 

 

NEOC Observers reported that in 1,020 polling centers there was at least one woman polling 

official. At the time of setup, 1,015 of out 1,044 observed polling centers had ample space for the 

voting process and all but four were laid out according to ECN guidelines. Voter education 

material from the ECN was present in 987 polling centers observed.  

In all but seven polling centers observed, the ballot boxes were shown to be empty before being 

sealed, almost all observed polling centers had security seals on all four ballot boxes, and almost 

all observed polling centers recorded the serial numbers of all seals in the logbook.  

At the time of set-up, NEOC Observers reported seeing polling agents of the five main political 

parties present in 1,035 of the 1,044 polling centers observed (CPN (UML), 95%; Nepali 

Congress, 93%; CPN (Maoist Centre), 80%; CPN (Unified Socialists), 59%; People’s Socialist 

Party Nepal, 39%). Independent candidate agents were present in 62% of the polling centers 

observed.  

Of the 1,044 polling centers observed, 90% opened on time, while 111 opened after 7:30 am.  

Critical Incidents 

So far NEOC has observed isolated critical incidents through 2:00 pm on election day: 

● Bomb blasts were reported at multiple polling centers where NEOC observers were 

deployed, however no reports of fatalities were received. This disrupted voting in for at 

least 1.5hrs. 

● Conflicts between party representatives were reported to have disrupted voting at two 

polling stations monitored by NEOC, which resulted in injuries and voting being 

suspended, but eventually resumed.  

● NEOC observers reported two polling stations (Sudur Paschim Province) where conflicts 

between voters disrupted voting for an hour, and then resumed.  

● One NEOC observer was attacked by party representatives while attempting to get to their 

polling station (Sudur Paschim Province) to observe, resulting in the observer being driven 

away to seek medical attention.  

NEOC has also been receiving critical incident reports from mobile observers that complement 

the isolated incidents mentioned above.  

Conclusion 

In this preliminary situational report, NEOC can confidently confirm that the arrangements put in 

place by the ECN for the setup and opening of polls were adequate for most polling centers. 

Isolated incidents of violence, including bomb blasts and conflicts among party representatives 



and voters, have disrupted voting in a handful of polling places, but voting eventually resumed in 

those locations.  

 

NEOC is continuing to receive reports from its network of nationally deployed observers and will 

continue to release updated reports. Finally, NEOC appeals to all Nepalis to ensure a peaceful, 

free, and fair election process today that upholds the principles of transparency, inclusiveness, 

and accountability.  

 

About 

 

NEOC is one of the largest and most credible civil society coalition in Nepal with demonstrated 

experience and expertise in election observation since 1991. NEOC is also engaged as a 

democracy watch flagship organization primarily focused on field research & study, rights-based 

civic/voter education, advocacy & social interaction on legal & administrative reforms, and 

lobbying for the development of an appropriate representation model (electoral system). 

Furthermore, NEOC is also entrusted to coordinate other domestic and international observer 

groups as well as organizations working to enhance electoral education and related programs in 

the country. Having its National Secretariat in the Kathmandu Valley, NEOC has 7 provincial and 

77 district chapters active year around. Besides monitoring and observation during elections, 

NEOC's chapters are engaged in making different interventions including dialogues and 

interactions on electoral reforms, political party and campaign financing, good governance, state 

restructuring, and so on. NEOC has a policy of involving equal participation of women in its every 

intervention, ranging from election observation to local governance-related activities. NEOC is a 

founding member of the Asian Network for Free Elections (ANFREL) and serves on the 

organization’s Board of Directors since 2008, and has participated in several international election 

observation missions in Asia and beyond. 

 

For More Information 

 

Please find periodic updates on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/neoc.nepali. For press 

inquiries, please contact: neocelection1991@gmail.com.  
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